**Guad North (PCBA & GSS)**

**Manufacturing Services**
- Backplanes
- Complex PCBAs
- Optical Mfg. & Test
- RFs PCBAs
- Fiber Optics CoE
- NPI / NPT Services
- System Integration L10
- LVHM System
- Assembly
- Repair Services
- Direct Fulfillment & Logistics
- Transportation Management (Forward/Reverse Logistics & DOF)
- BTO / CTO
- Technology Center
- Product Introduction Center
- Product Show Room

**Logistics**
Shipments from 24hrs to US Laredo border

**Product examples**
- Routers
- Switches
- Set-Top Box
- Servers
- Fiber Optics
- Smart Grids
- Appliances
- Controllers
- Complex PCBA's
- Scanners
- Outdoor/Indoor Cabinets
- 3G/4G Mobile Technology

**Certifications**
- ISO 9001:2008
- ISO 13485:2003
- ISO 14001
- TL 9000
- UL
- CSA
- FDA
- ESD 20.20
- C-TPAT
- IATF 16949
- TS16949
- ISO 27001 – For EDI customer only

**Site Overview**
- **Presence:** Since 1996
- **Headcount:** 6,314 Approx.
- **Footprint:** 1,682K sqft manufacturing space
- **Markets served:** CSS, CS, HRS, I&EI & CEC
- **Site Leader:** David Segura

Flex is the Sketch-to-Scale® solutions provider that designs and builds intelligent products globally. With approximately 200,000 professionals across 30 countries, Flex provides innovative design, engineering, manufacturing, real-time supply chain insight and logistics services to companies of all sizes across industries and markets. For more information, visit flex.com or follow us on Twitter @Flexintl. *Flex – Live Smarter™*